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The Pluribus Freedom Architecture 
The Pluribus Freedom architecture presents a unique combination of switch, compute, storage and bare-metal 
hypervisor OS technologies, and is designed to accelerate the integration of services and applications into the 
network. 
 
At the heart of the Freedom platform is the Netvisor® OS, the industry’s first and only distributed network operating 
system with hypervisor bare-metal virtualization capabilities of computing resources - CPU, memory, and storage - 
and merchant silicon switch chip. Unleashing the full power of the Netvisor OS is the novel Freedom Server-Switch 
architecture, which includes a powerful server platform combined with a high-density 10/40 GbE merchant silicon 
switch and network processor. 
 
In the Freedom architecture, the network switch becomes a true extension of the server. Merchant silicon chips are 
fully integrated into the operating system, controlled and virtualized like a NIC, and used as an offload/HW 
acceleration engine for application flows and network functions. The network switch is managed by a server-class 
control plane through multiple10Gbps high-speed connections, thus unleashing a new class of services and functions 
to run directly “inside” the network, such as the ability to run scalable monitoring and analytics for “physical” and 
“virtual” (tunneled) flows, free of taps and external monitoring gear.  
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Figure 1 - Server-Switch and Traditional Switch 

 
 
The Freedom platform brings full bare metal control and visibility into the network through powerful, Unix-style API 
to deliver true inNetwork™ Application Programmability, inNetwork™ virtualization, inNetwork™ analytics and 
inNetwork™ automation.  
DevOps and NetOps now have an open architecture to program, virtualize and automate the network exactly like a 
server, with bare-metal performance efficiency, availability and security. 
Figure 2 - The Freedom Server-Switch Platform 
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Technology Highlights of the Freedom Architecture 
1) Bare-metal compute and network programmability for L4-L7 applications and services to advance true bare 

metal SDN/NFV/and transport-aware applications. Customers in fields such as financial HFT, CDN, big data, 
cloud and real-time messaging infrastructure are building a new breed of transport-aware applications. 

 
2) The ability to operate physical and virtual infrastructure without the need to run separate underlay-overlay 

networks, dramatically simplifying operations and reducing the time to deploy new applications with “wire-
once and re-wire virtually” technology. 
 

3) By leveraging high availability server cluster technology, Netvisor creates a fully automated and distributed 
fabric-cluster with the following advantages: 

a. Applications and services deployed on top of the cluster have fabric-wide visibility without the 
complexity of having to understand the network topology. 

b. Any node in the cluster has the same view of the network and offers a single point of management 
with no single point of failure. 

c. The clustering technology allows SDN-centralized controllers to overcome their intrinsic scalability 
limitations by allowing controllers to interact only with one node while the cluster hides the physical 
fabric topology. 

 
4) Fabric-wide analytics - You can monitor up to hundreds of millions of flows in real time, with the option of up 

to 6.4 TB of Fusion IO storage, or keep historical logging with no performance penalty, including the ability to 
correlate host-network analytics, with VM granularity for any traffic including VXLAN tunnels. 
The network does not require separate specialized network gear for monitoring activity.  

 
5) Fabric-wide flow programmability with bare-metal performance and scale - Monitor, intercept, re-route, or 

drop any flow across the fabric without the need to understand the physical topology or the exact route of the 
flow through the network.   

 
6) Elastic provisioning of virtual services with bare metal performance - The Freedom Server-Switch platform is 

an ideal point in the rack to consolidate and virtualize orchestration services, for example, Red Hat 
Openstack™ or VMware vCenter ™ Server/vSphere®, as well as network services such as DHCP, PXE, DNS, SLB, 
Argus auditing software, Wireshark, and others. Pluribus is actively engaged with L4-L7 services partners to 
bring more services on the Freedom Server-Switch platform in future releases. 
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Figure 3 - Virtual Services 
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